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Abstract: In this research report, we present a general scheme for building en-
tirely automatically a morphometric anatomical atlas from 3D medical images
(CT-Scan, Magnetic Resonance Imagery). We detail each step of the method,
including the non-rigid registration algorithm, 3D feature lines averaging, and
statistical processes.

We apply the method to obtain a quantitative atlas of crest lines of the
skull. Finally, we use the resulting atlas to study a craniofacial disease: we
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Une méthode générale pour construire

automatiquement des atlas anatomiques

morphométriques : application a un atlas du

crâne

Résumé : Dans ce rapport, nous présentons une méthode générale pour
construire de manière automatique des atlas anatomiques morphométriques à
partir d'images médicales tridimensionnelles (obtenues par scannographie ou
Imagerie par Résonance Magnétique). Nous détaillons les étapes de la mé-
thode, en particulier, les algorithmes de mise en correspondance non-rigide, de
moyenne de lignes caractéristiques tridimensionnelles et d'analyse statistique.

Nous appliquons la méthode à la construction d'un atlas quantitatif des
lignes de crête du crâne. Nous utilisons alors l'atlas pour étudier des di�or-
mités craniofaciales ; nous montrons comment la comparaison entre l'atlas et
un crâne déformé par la maladie de Crouzon permet d'obtenir des résultats
qualitatifs et quantitatifs utilisables par un médecin.

Mots-clé : atlas anatomique informatique, lignes de crête, mise en cor-
respondance non-rigide, analyse de la forme, diagnostic médical automatique,
crâne, morphométrie, chirurgie assistée par ordinateur.
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1 Introduction

In order to improve diagnosis and therapy planning, a physician needs to com-
pare 3D medical images coming from Computed Tomography, Magnetic Reso-
nance Imagery or Nuclear Medicine. We can distinguish between three kinds of
comparison: comparison of images of the same patient to study the evolution of
a disease, comparison of images of di�erent patients to contrast a healthy and
a pathological person, and registration of images with an electronic anatomical
atlas.

1.1 Description of the problem

How do we de�ne an electronic anatomical atlas? Let us assume that we have
a database of 3D medical images of �normal� patients, for example the 6 skulls
called A to F displayed in Figure 1.

A skull atlas, based on this database, has to take into account the resem-
blances as the diversity of the 6 skulls to constitute a set of features which are
anatomically meaningful. Figure 2 is what we want to obtain, an �average�
skull built according to the general scheme described in the present paper.

Over the past few years, many electronic anatomical atlases based on 3D
medical images have been developed, widening or opening new �elds of medical
applications.

1.2 Applications of electronic anatomical atlases

� 1) reference database: the practitioners refer to the electronic atlas for
consulting and teaching. Thus, Voxel-Man atlas [HBR+92] include po-
werful volume visualization techniques to display anatomical structures
according to any point of view with functionalities such as cutting or
transparency. To improve the accuracy of the description, multi-level at-
lases have been proposed as presented in [NFN+95]. It is also possible to
couple these atlases with a knowledge database to represent and manage
the anatomy [PSR+94] [BGM+94] and functional information [Nig90].

� 2) normalized registration: in order to locate anatomical structures and
detect abnormalities, the atlas and the patient data must be registered.

RR n�2586



4 G. Subsol, J.Ph. Thirion, N. Ayache

Figure 1: The skulls A, B, C, D, E , F . These skulls were segmented from
very precise CT-Scan images (acquired from two di�erent devices, the voxel
size is about 1mm� 1mm� 1:5mm) by classic mathematical morphology and
thresholding tools. We can notice a quite important diversity in the skull size
and shape.

In a �rst time, the process can be manual. For example, in [SHC+94],
the user speci�es manually some landmarks in the patient data and a
linear transformation based on the Talairach method, is computed, su-
perimposing the Voxel-Man brain atlas to patient data. In [MDB+94], a
Talairach proportional localization system based on two external markers
and some manually detected landmarks is used for brain SPECT images.
In [MECP89], a more complex method is proposed to register an atlas
with MRI data: after a global a�ne matching is performed manually,
the user can choose a (or a set of) volume of interest in order to apply a
locally a�ne transformation. [GBHE91] introduced quadratic transfor-

INRIA
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Figure 2: The skull atlas obtained by the general scheme described in the report.

mations (called pear, skew, asymmetry or scoliosis) besides linear ones
(translation, rotation, scalings) in their Computerized Brain Atlas.

The �rst automatic registration method was introduced in [BK89] to �nd
the cortical and ventricle structures. It relies on a global rigid matching
based on a principal axis and elastic matching with external forces based
on a local similarity measure. This method is evaluated in [GRB93].
In [CMV94], the authors adopt a Bayesian approach to estimate the
deformation �eld and have implemented the algorithm on a massively-
parallel computer.

� 3) passive aided surgery: it is passive in the sense that the computer aids
the surgeon by displaying useful information but does not intervene in
the diagnosis or surgery process itself.

If atlas visualization and registration are added to a surgery simulation
program (craniofacial surgery [DSCP94] or stereotactic surgery [Har94]),
the user can manipulate more easily the patient data thanks to automatic
labeling and to contrast the patient data with the normalized atlas. A
medical doctor can then plan surgical procedures.

Moreover, if the registration algorithm can work in real time (at least,
a frequency of several hertz), it becomes possible to superimpose the
visualization of the atlas on the real image of the surgery. This is the

RR n�2586
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principle of �enhanced reality� developed by several teams [GLPWI+94],
[BFAD95] and [CZH+94].

� 4) shape and deformation analysis: the aim is to obtain morphometric
parameters (morphometry is �the study of covariances of biological form�
[Boo91]).

Then, one can create a �virtual patient� i.e. a normalized model of a
patient built from an atlas that is deformed towards pathologic cases ac-
cording to the precomputed deformations characterizing a given disease.

� 5) automatic diagnosis: quantitative results may lead to automatic diag-
nosis. After the registration between the morphometric atlas and the
patient data, a statistical analysis of the features can be performed.
Some features considered �abnormal� become symptoms. Coupled with
an expert system, for example proposed by [SYMK95], the �abnormal�
anatomical structures are automatically pointed out.

� 6) automatic surgery: by combining automatic diagnosis and path plan-
ning in the atlas, it is possible to automate some stages of surgery or
radiotherapy [LTG+92] [Tay93] [TSLA95] [OISJ+95].

Nevertheless, current electronic atlases have two main drawbacks that prevent
them actually being used in applications 4, 5 and 6.

1.3 Current limitations

� lack of accuracy: electronic atlases are basically built manually (with
some semi-automatic tools): 3D medical images are segmented by ana-
tomy specialists slice-by-slice according to paper atlases [Per83]. This
process is extremely tedious and long (several hours for the 150 slices
of the skull images of �gure 1). But, how to deal with the tremendous
precision of new medical imaging devices (voxel size smaller than 1 mm)
whereas paper atlas are much less accurate as well as being quite hard to
read? How to interpolate between the pages of the paper atlas in order to
ensure 3D consistency of the electronic version? All these factors reduce
the accuracy of electronic atlases.

INRIA
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Moreover, the registration between the atlas and the patient data is in
general manual. Therefore, if one can deal with 3D a�ne transformations
as in the Talairach reference frame or even 3D quadratic transformations,
it is not su�cient to obtain a precise and useful registration.

� lack of quantitative data such as feature position or feature deviation
analysis. It is not always possible to identify manually with high precision
the features in the huge 3D medical images and then compute their
coordinates and useful statistics.

Moreover, electronic atlases are often based on one, or a very reduced
set of, patients whereas signi�cant statistic results can only be obtained
with a suitably large set of data.

We conclude that only automatic tools can allow the building of anatomical
atlas taking into account the accuracy of new medical images and including
quantitative data. We propose in the following a general scheme to achieve this
task. Some similar work can be found in [CBH+93] concerning the building
of a skull atlas and in [BBW+94] concerning a �normalized geometric liver�,
both of them based on statistics methods introduced by Bookstein, and also
in [MFB+94] concerning the cortex topography.

2 The general scheme

Our general scheme is composed of �ve steps (see Figure 3):

� Step 1: feature extraction. This step consists of automatically extracting
the anatomically meaningful features in the images. One needs to choose
a feature type which combines a mathematical de�nition in order to be
automatically computed and anatomical relevance in order to constitute
a meaningful atlas.

� Step 2: features registration. We �nd correspondences between the sets
of features by using a non-rigid registration algorithm.

� Step 3: common feature subset extraction. After registration, we identify
which features are common to all the data sets. These common feature
subsets will form the topological structure of the atlas.

RR n�2586
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Data 1

ATLAS
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Step 4
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of the Atlas

Needs to choose
a feature type

Variations in the 
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Data n.....

Features 
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Feature Extraction Feature Extraction

Common Subset

Deformation

Figure 3: The proposed general scheme to automatically build anatomical at-
lases.

� Step 4: feature average. In order to obtain the positions of the features,
we �average� the features in each subset, creating the atlas geometric
structure. We will discuss thoroughly the notion of averaging later on.

� Step 5: feature deformation analysis. A statistical process is performed
in order to quantify the variations of the features around their average
position. This is a key point because such quantitative information is
the basis for the atlas applications 5, 6 and 7.

INRIA
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In fact, this scheme is quite close to the manual process where anatomy
specialists study several organs in order to �nd similar structures that they
copy out on a paper.

3 Step 1: Feature extraction

We choose to use �crest lines� introduced in [MBF92]. These lines are de�ned
by di�erential geometry parameters: let k1 be the principal curvature wich is

maximal in absolute value and
�!
t1 its associated principal direction, a point

P belongs to a crest line when
�!
r k1:

�!
t1 = 0 (see Figure 4). The �marching

lines� algorithm [TG93] automatically extracts crest lines from the volumetric
image.

t 1

t 2

k1
"maximal"
curvature

n

direction
principal

normal

crest line

P

Figure 4: Di�erential characteristics of a surface and the crest line.

Due to their mathematical de�nition, the crest lines follow the salient lines
of a surface. Thus, crest lines of the skull emphasize the mandible, the orbits,
the cheekbones or the temples and also, inside the cranium, the sphenoid and
temporal bones as well as the occipital foramen (see Figure 5). Such salient
structures have been used widely by doctors as anatomical landmarks. For
example, crest lines are close to the �ridge lines� presented in [BC88]. On

RR n�2586
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the brain surface, crest lines follow the convolutions and emphasize some sulci
patterns described in the anatomical atlas [OKA90].

Figure 5: Crest lines of the skull. Notice the inside lines emphasizing the
sphenoid and temporal bones and also the occipital foramen.

One can argue that such automatically extracted features cannot be anato-
mically meaningful because, on one hand, of the artefact and noise sensitivity
of the automatic process and, on the other hand, of the lack of validation by a
specialist as in manual extraction. We answer that in the step 3 of our scheme,
we search for the common features and in the steps 4 and 5, we compute statis-
tical information: if no feature is common to all the set or if their variabilities
are too great, the features must be rejected. In fact, the general scheme allows
us to check the stability of the feature and establish its validity during the
atlas building.

Other line features could be used, such as geodesic lines [CBH+93] or lines
computed by the 3D Medial Axis Transform [SBK+92]. An atlas can be based
also on sparse point features (�extremal points� [Thi93]) or surface features
(patches of some di�erential types [FMPA92]). Of course, the best would be
to use both points, lines and surface features as in [CBH+93].

INRIA
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4 Step 2: Features registration

Given two sets of lines extracted from two di�erent patients (see Figure 6), we
want a twofold result:

Figure 6: Two sets of crest lines to register (left B, right C). Notice the
di�erence in size and orientation and the variations in the lines shape, number
and discretization. There are 591 lines and 19 302 points in the left set, 583
lines and 19 368 points in the right one.

� line to line correspondence: the portions P j;l
i;k and P

0i;k
j;l , respectively the

kth portion of Ci which corresponds to the lth portion of C 0
j and vice

versa (see Figure 7). This information will be useful for step 3.

� point to point correspondence: those pairs of matched points allow to
compute and study the geometry deformations between the sets in the
steps 4 and 5.

4.1 The algorithm

As we notice in Figure 6, the sets of lines are very di�erent in orientation,
size, number of lines, shape, topology (for example, the sub-mandibular line is

RR n�2586
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Figure 7: The registration algorithm has to �nd the portions P j;l
i;k and P

0i;k
j;l ,

respectively the kth portion of Ci which corresponds to the lth portion of Cj

and vice versa.

in 2 parts on the right and in one part at left) and discretization. Moreover,
the data is still complex (several hundreds of lines, thousands of points). Of
course the registration is not rigid (translation+rotation) and rules out using
curvature based invariants such as proposed in [GA92].

We have adapted �the Iterative Closest Point� algorithm introduced by Besl
[BM92] and concurrently by Zhang [Zha92]. The process consists of iteratively
applying rigid transformations, based on a local point matching, to the set A
in order to superimpose it on the set B. We extend the original method by
generalizing it to non-rigid deformations applied to 3D lines.

The algorithm follows four steps described in Figure 8.
At each iteration, the points of the lines of A are linked with their closest

neighbour in B according to the Euclidean distance. This gives a �rst list of
couples of registered points. As a line is an oriented list of points, we can apply
some heuristics to remove non-consistent couples of matched points along the
lines in order to de�ne a bijective match between portions of lines.

With this second list of pairs of points, two coe�cients are computed: pji
and p

0i
j which are the proportion of the curve i of A matched with the curve

j of B and vice versa. Thus, by thresholding, pji � thr and p
0i
j � thr, we

can determine the curves �registered" at thr percent. For instance, curves are
considered to be de�nitively registered when pji � 50 % and p

0i
j � 50 %. In the

following, we take into account only the points belonging to lines which are

INRIA
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Lines 
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Implementation
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A is transformed

Least squares method

Line Consistency
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matched points

Registered lines at p %
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Rigid, Affine, Polynomial, Spline

Points
Corresponding

Figure 8: The features registration algorithm.

already registered with a given percentage threshold. Raising this threshold
as iterations are processed tends to improve the registration of already quite
well registered curves.

From this new subset of matched points, we can compute by a least-squares
[PFTV88] a transformation T of a given type. We use �rst rigid transforma-
tions in order to align the two sets, then a�ne transformations to retrieve
the scales, quadratic transformations to model some natural deformations
[GBHE91] or 3D spline transformations. The spline transformations, detai-
led in [DSJPA95], allow local deformations but are controlled by a smoothing
term based on a second order Tikhonov stabilizer.

The transformation T is then applied to A, bringing A closer to B. We
iterate the process, modifying at each step, the threshold on the registration
parameter thr (for example from 0 % to 50 %) and the type of the transforma-
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tion T (for example, �ve rigid tranformations followed by �ve a�ne one and
ten spline with a diminishing smoothing parameter).

At the end, we obtain two results: the registered lines by thresholding the
registration parameters pji and p

0i
j and the matched points belonging to the

registered lines.
Despite its simplicity and generality, this algorithm appears quite robust

and is quite insensitive to discretization di�erences (for more details, see [STA94]).

4.2 A practical example

In this example, we register C towards B. The algorithm takes about 10
minutes on a DEC-Alpha workstation and gives the results displayed in the
Figure 9.

Figure 9: Registration of C towards B. Left, we see the deformed set C with B.
The matched points are linked. Notice how the two sets are well superimposed.
Right, C is in its original position. It allows to estimate the extent of the
deformation between the two sets.

We can also plot a graph of the distribution of the matched points distance
in Figure 10. At the beginning of the process, for 4 454 couples of points, the
mean value is 5.16, and at the end, for 5 999 couples of points (+35%), the

INRIA
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mean value is 2.30 (-55%). It proves the good superimposition of the two sets,
generating accurate matched points.

Figure 10: The graph of the distribution of the distance between matched points
belonging to registered lines. Right: at the beginning of the process, for 4 454
couples of points, the mean value is 5.16, Left at the end, for 5 999 couples of
points (+35%), the mean value is 2.30 (-55%).

4.3 Description of step 2

For step 3, we register two by two the sets of crest lines in a circular order.
The registration is performed in both directions (A towards B and B towards
A) to remove non-symmetric results for registered lines.

For step 4, we register the set A which will be the reference set with all
the others. With the couples of matched points, we can compute by a least

RR n�2586



16 G. Subsol, J.Ph. Thirion, N. Ayache

squares method the rigid and homothetic transformations between A and the
other sets.

Summary of step 2:

� Register A and B, B and C, C and D, D

and E, E and F , F and A, in both direc-

tions. Find the registered lines.

� Register A with B, C, D, E, F . With the

couples of matched points, �nd the rigid

and homothetic transformations.

5 Step 3: Common feature subset extraction

From the registered lines, we are able to build a topological graph where a
node is a line of a set and an oriented link represents the relation �is registered
with� (see Figure 11).

Set 1 Line 123

Set 1 Line 29
Set 2 Line 62

Set 3 Line 42

Set 3 Line 78

Set 1 Line 99
Set 2 Line 2

Set 3 Line 66

Set 2 Line 90

Subset 1 Subset 2

Mandible

Mandible

Figure 11: The topological graph.
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Then, we can extract the bijective connected parts containing at least one
line of each set: they represent the subsets of features common to all the data
and form the topological structure of the atlas.

Thus, for the 6 skulls, we �nd 63 subsets of lines. We represent in Figure 12
the lines of the skulls B and C which are common: we recognize the mandible,
the nose, the orbits, the cheekbones, the temples and the occipital foramen.

If the lines of one set have been labelled, it automatically labels the subset
to which they belong and then labels the common lines of the other sets.

Figure 12: The topological structure of the atlas is displayed for the skulls
B and C. Some subsets of common lines have been automatically labelled and
highlighted: the mandible (bottom and up), the nose, the orbits, the cheekbones,
the temples, the occipital foramen and the sphenoid and temporal bones.

RR n�2586
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Summary of step 3:

� Build the topological graph.

� Extract the bijective connected parts: the

topological structure of the atlas.

6 Step 4: Feature average

Now we have to �nd the mean positions of the features constituting the atlas
i.e. to �average� the sets of 3D lines de�ning each common subset.

As emphasized in [DL89], in ontogenetic and evolutive shape transforma-
tions studies, we are not to take into account di�erences of size, position and
orientation which are not considered as true morphological di�erences. So,
we choose a set of 3D lines as the reference (in our example, the skull A).
We invert the global rigid and homothetic transformations between A and the
other data found in the step 3 and we apply them to the other skulls. Now, we
have �geometrically normalized� subsets of common lines where the residual
deformations between lines are really meaningful di�erences.

6.1 Modal analysis

Instead of working in the �geometric space� and averaging the positions of
points (for example by the method described in [Dea93] and used in [CBH+93]),
we study the 3D lines by working in a �deformation space�. This space is
de�ned by modal analysis introduced in [PS91] and extended in [NA93]. The
decomposition in �principal warps� presented in [Boo89] could also be used.

Let LA = (M0
A;M

1
A : : :M

n�1
A ), LB = (M0

B;M
1
B : : :Mn�1

B ) be two matched
3D lines of n points. We can de�ne the deformation between the two lines (for
the x coordinate):

DA;B
x [i] = (xM i

B

� xM i

A

)
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The formulae of modal analysis allow decomposition of this deformation in
the modal basis:

dA;Bx [i] =
n�1X
p=0

DA;B
x [p]:�p[i]

where �p[i] = cos(i�(2p� 1)=2n)
Reciprocally, we have:

DA;B
x [i] =

n�1X
p=0

dA;Bx [p]:�p[i]

The n parameters dA;Bx [i] are the amplitudes of the basic deformations �p[i],
called modes. The �rst mode represents the translation and rotation of the
object. The other modes correspond to more and more complex deformations
leaving the center of mass �xed. In Figure 13, we can see the deformation
created by the second, the third and the fourth mode applied to a straight
line.

Figure 13: Deformations of a straight line created by the �rst mode (left), the
second (middle) and the third (right) one. The larger is the mode number, the
more complex is the deformation.

What is particularly interesting in modal analysis is that in the same way as
in Fourier analysis, we can approximate a deformation by taking into account
just its few �rst modes. The truncation of the modal development or modal
spectrum is a kind of �ltering, discarding high frequency deformations. We
use this property in order to smooth 3D lines and reduce noise artefacts.

RR n�2586



20 G. Subsol, J.Ph. Thirion, N. Ayache

6.2 Description of step 4

For each subset of common lines, thanks to our registration algorithm, we
can �nd the pairs of matched points between the line LA belonging to the
reference set and the lines belonging to B. We create then a deformed LA
called LA;B by replacing the coordinates of the points of LA by the coordinates
of their correspondent in B. As LA;B is superimposed on the lines of B, the
deformations between LA and LA;B represents the gap between the A and B
common lines subset.

We now study this deformation by modal analysis. We obtain a spectrum
SA;B. Similarly, we obtain spectra SA;C, SA;D, SA;E , SA;F and also SA;A (which
is the null spectrum). Then, as in [SKBG95], we perform an average of the
amplitudes of the spectra in order to obtain the mean spectrum Smean. We
smooth the deformation Dmean associated with Smean by truncation of the
spectrum (only 10 % of the amplitudes are kept). Notice that if we have taken
the whole average spectrum, it would have been equivalent to averaging the
coordinates of the points. We apply Dmean to LA creating the �mean� line.

We present in Figure 14 an example based on the �left orbit� subset. Left,
we display the original subset. Right, we discard rigid and homothetic defor-
mations and in black, we present the �mean� left orbit.

Figure 14: Left: the original �left orbit� subset. Right: the �mean� left orbit
(in black) within the �geometric normalized� subset.

INRIA
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Summary of step 4:

� Normalize the data B, C, D, E and F ac-

cording to the reference data A by discar-

ding the rigid and homothetic transforma-

tion.

� For each subset of common lines Si:

� Deform the line LA towards the lines

of B, C, D, E and F belonging to Si.

� Compute the modal spectra ofDA;B,

D
A;C, DA;D, DA;E , DA;F , DA;A in

the modal basis.

� Compute the average modal spec-

trum and truncate it in order to

smooth the resulting average defor-

mation Dmean.

� Apply the deformation Dmean to the

reference line LA in order to obtain

the mean line Lmean.

� All the mean lines constitute the geome-

tric structure of the atlas.

6.3 Some results

In Figure 15, we display the set of averaged lines of the atlas. With a spline
based technique described in [DSJPA95], we warp the surface of the skull A
according to the registration between its lines and the atlas lines in order to
obtain the surface representation of the average skull which is displayed at the
beginning of the paper (Figure 2).

We notice three things:

RR n�2586
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Figure 15: The average lines of the atlas. Notice the symmetry in the lateral
view.

� the atlas is symmetric whereas the averaging process is independent
for each subset of common lines. Thus, it shows that the algorithm
is consistent.

� the reference set A was very dolichocephalic (longer than wider head
with a narrow face) whereas the �ve other skulls are more brachycephalic
(more round head). The atlas is more brachycephalic so it proves that
the averaging process has correctly taken into account the data of the
other skulls.

� our atlas is visually very similar to the one presented in [CBH+93].

7 Step 5: Feature deformations analysis

7.1 The algorithm

Deformation analysis is a key step in order to contrast healthy and a�ected
organic structures. We are going to use modal decomposition as in [NA94]
(application to cardiac deformations) and [MPK94] (shape analysis of brain
structures).

By the same process as in step 4 (just replacing A by the atlas), we register
the features of the atlas and of the data in order to �nd deformations in the
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�geometric normalized� frame. We compute the spectra of these deformations.
We can then deduce some statistics for each amplitude i, in particular its mean
value di (which is very close to 0) and its standard deviation �i.

We de�ne two distances, which can be computed for the axis x, y or z:

� a global distance to estimate how important a deformation Datlas;B is,
and then, moves away B from the atlas. This distance measures the sum
of all the modal amplitudes of the deformation:

distglob(D
Atlas;B) =

1

n

vuut
nX
i=1

(datlas;B[i]� di)2

�2i

With distglob(D
Atlas;B), we can estimate if a structure is far from its mean

position and if so, it must be considered �abnormal�.

� an amplitude distance. Nevertheless, the global distance gives only an
overview of the intensity of the deformation. To be more precise and
to know what is the kind of an �abnormal� deformation, we have to
compare each amplitude by:

distamp(D
Atlas;B; i) =

vuut(dAtlas;B[i]� di)
2

�2i

The large distamp(D
Atlas;B; i) enable us to �nd the modes characterizing

the �abnormal� deformation.

7.2 An example

We want to study the axial deformations of the sub-mandibular line. The
global distances for the z coordinate between the 6 skulls and the atlas are
listed in table I. We notice the high value for the skull D.

Now, let us study the spectrum of the deformation between the atlas and
D by computing the amplitude distances (see table II). It appears that the
second and the fourth amplitudes are too large and so, we conclude that the
deformations associated with these modes are �abnormal�. To visualize the
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A B C D E F

4.14 8.02 2.38 11.69 2.12 2.51

Table 1: Global distances for the z coordinate between the 6 skulls and the atlas
for the �ve �rst modes. Notice the high value of D.

kind of abnormality, we apply to the mean mandible line of the atlas a defor-
mation with a large value of the 2th and 4th modes whereas the others are null.
The result displayed in Figure 16 left, shows that the mandible of D is too low
as it is con�rmed when we look at the real skull, right.

Mode 0 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
1.48 0.05 50.08 1.67 83.38

Table 2: Amplitude distances for the 5 �rst modes of the z deformations bet-
ween the atlas and D. The 2nd and 4th mode can be considered as �abnormal�.

Summary of step 5:

� For each element of the atlas

� Compute the deformations between

the atlas and all the data.

� Compute the mean value and the

standard deviation error for each

amplitude of the deformations.

� These parameters allow to de�ne

global and amplitude distances.
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Figure 16: Left: the mean mandible line of the atlas (in black) has been defor-
med (in grey) according to the 2nd and 4th modes. It shows that these latter
are characteristic of a wider angle of jaw . We can verify this deformation on
the skull D, right.

8 A craniofacial application: Crouzon's disease

study

In this section, we use the skull atlas in order to study a skull CR a�ected by
Crouzon's disease (see Figure 17) which is a congenital craniofacial malforma-
tion.

Figure 17: The skull CR a�ected by Crouzon's disease.
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8.1 Passive aided surgery

We register the atlas with CR. With the pairs of matched points, we �nd the
rigid and homothetic transformations which we apply to the skull atlas in order
to superimpose it on CR (see Figure 18). In this way, we are able to contrast
the two skulls and emphasize the symptoms of Crouzon's disease (precisely
described in [KB82]) as, for example, the mandible which is prognathic, the
skull shape which is �attened and too large or the orbits which are too large.

Figure 18: Rigid and scale registration of the atlas (opaque) with CR (transpa-
rent) emphasizing the symptoms of the Crouzon syndrome as the low mandible,
the �attened shape of the skull or the large orbits.

Moreover, the surgeon could use this superimposed display to estimate his
procedures.

8.2 Shape and deformation analysis

Such a normalized registration can only give some qualitative information.
In fact, we need a quantitative analysis of the symptoms. Let us analyze
the deformations of the mandible of CR. With the method described in the
previous section, we compute the 5 �rst modes of the CRmandible deformation
according to the mean position of the atlas. The results for the three axes
are listed in table III. We notice that the 2nd y-mode and the 4th z-mode
amplitude distances are very large and these modes can be considered as typical
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abnormalities of Crouzon's disease. The amplitude distances could be used to
de�ne the severity of the disease.

Axis Mode 0 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
x 0.011 5.10 0.011 1.647 0.167
y 0.006 0.019 27.232 0.501 3.150
z 0.035 0.009 4.901 0.584 70.557

Table 3: Amplitude distances for the 5 �rst modes of the mandible deformation
between the atlas and CR. The 2nd y-mode and 4th z-mode can be considered
as �abnormal�.

8.3 A �virtual patient�

In order to estimate the mandible symptom, we can deform the mean mandible
of the atlas according to the 2th y-mode and the 4th z-mode. So, with only 2
coe�cients, we are able to deform the atlas mandible towards a pathological
case. By using the warping algorithm cited in step 4, we can create a �normal�
skull with a mandible a�ected by a severe Crouzon's disease: the jaw is now
prognathic (see Figure 19).

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how an entirely automatic process can lead to a
precise and quantitative anatomical atlas. We have presented initial results for
a skull atlas based on 6 CT-Scan images of di�erent patients. With such an
atlas, it becomes possible to consider new applications such as performing an
automatic diagnosis. We have obtained preliminary results about automatic
contrasting the skull atlas with a skull a�ected by Crouzon's disease.
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Figure 19: The mandible of the atlas has been deformed according to only 2
values characterizing the symptoms of Crouzon's disease.

The described scheme is quite general and could be applied to crest lines
of the brain or 3D skeletons of vascular networks.

We thank General-Electric and Bruce Latimer, Director at the Cleveland
Museum of Natural History, Court Cutting, David Dean and André Guéziec
for the CT-Scan data of the skulls. This work was partially supported by DEC.
We want to thank Mike Brady, Jérôme Declerck and Jacques Feldmar for their
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